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Students' perceptions of "teacher misbehaviors" may be related to teacher's socio-communicative style (assertiveness and responsiveness), type of instructor (graduate assistant versus professor), and affect for teacher and course material. Four hypotheses were confirmed, indicating an inverse relationship between perceptions of teacher misbehaviors and 
1) teacher assertiveness, 
2) teacher responsiveness, 
3) positive affect for the teacher, and 
4) positive affect for the course material. Perceptions of teacher misbehaviors did not covary with type of instructor. Teachers' socio-communicative styles may dramatically affect student perceptions of teachers and course material. Specific misbehaviors are ranked according to apparent influence on student affect. Keywords: socio-communicative style (assertiveness and responsiveness), teacher misbehaviors, instructor type, student affect for teacher, student affect for course material

Considerably more research on positive teacher communication behaviors (Andersen, 1979; Christophel, 1990a, 1990b; Fayer, Gorham, & McCroskey, 1988; Frymier, 1992; Frymier & Thompson, 1991; Gorham & Christophel, 1990; Gorham & Zakahi, 1990; Kelley & Gorham, 1988; McCroskey, Sallinen, Fayer, Richmond, & Barraclough, 1996; Richmond, Gorham, & McCroskey, 1987; Sorensen, 1989; Thomas, 1994) has been done than on negative teacher behaviors (Christophel & Gorham, 1995; Dolin, 1995; Gorham & Christophel, 1992; Kearney, Plax, Hays, & Ivey, 1991; Thweatt & McCroskey, 1996). Of course, whether teachers' behaviors are interpreted positively or negatively is a function of students' perceptions. Because teachers' appropriate levels of assertiveness and responsiveness may play an important role in influencing students' perceptions, whether behaviors are positively or negatively perceived may depend on a teacher's socio-communicative style. This raises some interesting questions. How might a teacher's socio-communicative style influence students' perceptions of the teacher? Is there a relationship between student perceptions of the teacher's socio-communicative style and student perceptions of negative classroom behaviors (e.g., teacher misbehaviors)? This study explores instructors' socio-communicative styles (their perceived assertiveness and responsiveness), the type of instructor (graduate assistant versus professor), and student reports of liking for the instructor and affect for the subject matter the instructor taught in relationship to student perceptions of their instructor's negative classroom behaviors. This study broadens the basis for understanding negative teacher behaviors.
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Student Perceptions of Teacher Socio-Communicative Style and Misbehaviors.

Socio-communicative style refers to a communicator’s skill in initiating, adapting, and responding to the communication of others (Thomas, Richmond, & McCroskey, 1994). Socio-communicative style typically is measured by breaking down the construct into the two separate dimensions recognized as assertiveness and responsiveness. Several researchers have reliably measured assertiveness and responsiveness tendencies via this instrument (Andersen & Martin, 1995; Patterson & Beckett, 1995; Richmond & McCroskey, 1992; Thomas et al., 1994). Individuals who exhibit high levels of assertiveness and responsiveness generally are viewed as competent communicators (Anderson & Martin, 1995; Thomas et al., 1994). For example, instructors who exhibit high levels of assertiveness and responsiveness also engage in more immediate behaviors (Thomas et al., 1994). In the following sections separate cases are presented for the relationship between teacher assertiveness and misbehaviors, and teacher responsiveness and misbehaviors, respectively.

Assertiveness.

An assertive individual is someone willing to take a stand and use effective and appropriate communication to advocate or defend her or his position. Assertiveness (also referred to as masculinity by Bem, 1974) is recognized as one of three key components of communication competence (McCroskey, Richmond, & Stewart, 1986). Because assertiveness is an important aspect of communication competence, it has been studied in a number of different contexts. Researchers have examined the benefits of assertive communication in groups (Bacon & Severson, 1986), health care (Ellis & Miller, 1993), organizations (Ash, 1991; Gripton & Valentich, 1993), the courtroom (Podestra, 1995), and classrooms (Thomas, 1994; VanDerveer, 1989).

Highly assertive teachers are more effective in the classroom setting (Thomas, 1994). Instructors perceived as assertive by their students use a variety of immediacy strategies and employ pro-social Behavior Alteration Techniques such as immediate and deferred rewards, reward from others, self-esteem, and altruism (Thomas, 1994). Additionally, assertive instructors are viewed as more immediate and subsequently recognized as more communicatively competent (Thomas et al., 1994). Thomas (1994) and her colleagues recommend that pre-service and in-service teachers use verbal and nonverbal immediacy behaviors to enhance their communication competence (perceptions of assertiveness and responsiveness) and teaching effectiveness. Kearney (1984) noted that assertive teachers are highly task-oriented and driven towards excellence in the college classroom. Regardless of the context, assertive communication is valued and elicits positive results.

Assertive instructors, also viewed as more immediate and competent in their communication, are less likely to exhibit teacher misbehaviors in the college classroom than their nonassertive counterparts. Teacher misbehaviors are teacher behaviors which irritate or distract students in the classroom (Kearney et al., 1991). Misbehaviors include such things as showing up late for class, giving unfair tests, providing too much or too little information, and showing favoritism. Kearney and her colleagues (1991) conducted the seminal research in this area. They developed a typology of 28 teacher misbehaviors drawn from misbehaviors identified by students. Additionally, they determined that student characteristics such as age, gender, and year in school had no meaningful impact on students' reports of teacher misbehaviors. In the present study, we wondered whether students' perceptions of
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teachers’ socio-communicative style would impact student reports of teacher misbehaviors. We predicted that professors perceived as highly assertive would be less likely to misbehave in the classroom than their non-assertive counterparts. The following hypothesis was advanced:

H1. There will be an inverse relationship between students' perceptions of teacher assertiveness and students' perceptions of teacher misbehaviors.

Responsiveness. Responsive (called “femininity” by Bem, 1974) communicators are recognized as empathetic, friendly, gentle, and warm (Bern, 1974; Richmond & McCroskey, 1992; Rubin & Martin, 1994; Thomas, 1994; Wheeless & Dierkes-Stewart, 1981). Responsiveness is recognized as one of three key components of communication competence (McCroskey et al., 1986). An individual described as responsive cares about others, is sincere in communication efforts (Thomas, 1994), and utilizes empathetic communication behaviors. Conversely, an individual who is nonresponsive does not communicate care and concern for others and may communicate aggressively. In addition, nonresponsive communicators may be more lonely (Martin & Anderson, 1995) and less communicatively competent (Anderson & Martin, 1995; Thomas et al., 1994).

Highly responsive communicators are more effective in their teaching practices (Kearney, 1984; Thomas et al., 1994). Instructors perceived as responsive utilize more immediate behaviors and, in doing so, are viewed as more communicatively competent (Thomas et al., 1994). Students recognizing responsive teachers as sensitive and understanding (Kearney, 1984). Highly responsive teachers reported that they do not use anti-social Behavior Alteration Techniques in the classroom (Thomas, 1994), i.e., they avoid anti-social classroom behavior. Responsive teachers are perceived as more immediate and would be less likely to exhibit classroom misbehaviors. This reasoning suggests:

H2. There will be an inverse relationship between students' perceptions of teacher responsiveness and students' perceptions of teacher misbehaviors.

Instructor Type and Student Perceptions of Teacher Misbehaviors

In the present study the students were asked to report whether the teacher they were describing was a regular faculty member or teaching assistant (TA). Although not universally the case, regular faculty members, typically, have more teaching experience than teaching assistants. They may be less likely to engage in some classroom misbehaviors simply as a function of their experience, i.e., they know better. Regular faculty members presumably have received formal evaluations of their courses from students, peers, or administrators. These teaching evaluations usually play an important role in many colleges’ promotion and tenure processes. Thus, if an instructor receives poor teaching evaluations which point to specific negative behaviors, the instructor would be wise to make the necessary changes rather than risk being denied tenure, promotion, or merit pay. Perhaps because professors have
Often, they are close in age to the undergraduates and have difficulty adopting an authoritative role in the classroom (Brether & Sarkisian, 1985). Teaching assistants may receive feedback from students, peers, and administrators about negative teaching behaviors, but, in many institutions, they would not be under the same kinds of scrutiny as full-time professors. However, teaching assistants may feel they have much less job security than tenured professors and would, therefore, employ behaviors in the classroom which might only be perceived (by students or supervisors) as appropriate.

Teaching assistants may be less likely to misbehave in the classroom if they are pursuing a career in academics. Many teaching assistants look forward to a career in education and, thus, may be highly motivated to do their best possible work. Given their relative lack of experience, however, their “best possible” still may include behaviors which their students perceive as misbehaviors. Because the impact of factors influencing the decision processes of faculty members has not been adequately explored, a research question was posed:

RQ1. Is there a difference in reported teacher misbehaviors between graduate teaching assistants and regular faculty members?

Student Affect Toward Teacher and Content and Student Perceptions of Teacher Misbehaviors

When teachers misbehave in the classroom, student motivation is adversely affected (Christophel & Gorham, 1995; Gorham & Christophel, 1992) and students may be more likely to resist teachers’ control attempts (Kearney, Plax, & Burroughs, 1991). Teachers who offend students in class, are lazy, incompetent, or inconsiderate are probably not popular and, likely, are less liked by their students. If a student’s motivation is adversely affected because a teacher misbehaves, and the student performs poorly in the class, then the student will, most likely, resent the instructor. Thus, instructors who misbehave more often will not be liked by their students, accordingly:

H3. There will be an inverse relationship between teacher misbehaviors and student liking for the teacher.

Teachers who misbehave regularly in the classroom may generate negative affect toward the course material. The student may enter the course motivated to do well (i.e., high level of state motivation) and then “find that motivation eroded by ineffective teaching” (Gorham & Christophel, 1992, p. 250). Gorham and Christophel (1992) noted that student demotivation is “teacher owned” while student motivation is “student owned.” When a teacher exhibits negative classroom behaviors (teacher misbehaviors) students are less motivated to do well (Gorham & Christophel, 1992). Thus, when the student perceives the teacher as misbehaving habitually, the student will like the course material less. Hence:

H4. There will be an inverse relationship between teacher misbehaviors and student affect toward course material.

Method

Participants

Participants were 189 undergraduate students enrolled in sections of an introductory communication course at a large Eastern university. This course fulfills general
education requirements across the university and, therefore, students were representa-
tive of a wide range of academic areas.

Design and Procedures
In exchange for extra credit, student volunteers completed the questionnaires during class time. Students were instructed to complete the research instruments with "teacher whose you in the course which meets prior to this class." This technique was originally developed by Plax, Kearney, McCroskey, and Richmond (1986) in an effort to maximize the variability in academic fields and allow for an assortment of different instructors.

Students received a modified list of teacher misbehaviors (Kearney, Plax, Hays, et al., 1991), affinity-seeking strategies (Bell & Daly, 1984), and examples of nonverbal and verbal immediacy behaviors. Participants indicated "how frequently your teacher in that class exhibits the same or similar behaviors" (Kearney, Plax, Hays, et al., 1991, p. 317) with 0 = Never, 1 = Some, 2 = Often, 3 = Always. Although affinity-seeking and immediacy behaviors were included as distracters in the questionnaire (in order to force students to consider both positive and negative teacher behaviors), they were not included in data analyses. Because affinity-seeking and immediacy behaviors are generally perceived as positive, (see Dolin, 1995), including items that measure both constructs could be expected to reduce the probability of students' developing a response set toward the more negative misbehavior items on the instrument.

After completing the questionnaire, participants completed a "liking" measure (Frymier, 1992) which included 10 Likert-type items measuring the students' liking of the instructor (Cronbach's alpha was .93). Students' affect toward the course content was measured using an affective learning measure employed in many previous studies (McCroskey, 1994). Students completed four Likert-type items which assessed the students' attitude toward the course content. Alpha reliability for this scale has been reported to be as high as .96 (Richmond, 1990). For the present study, alpha was .89.

Richmond and McCroskey's (1990) 20 item Assertiveness-Responsiveness scale was used to measure the instructors' socio-communicative style. Cronbach's coefficient alpha was .87 for the assertiveness subscale and .91 for responsiveness. Finally, students were asked to indicate whether their teacher was a regular faculty member or teaching assistant.

Results
The first hypothesis advanced an inverse relationship between teacher misbehaviors and assertiveness. Student perceptions of teacher assertiveness were negatively associated with teacher misbehaviors ($r = -.25, n = 189, p < .01$). This modest, yet significant, correlation indicates that assertive teachers are less likely to misbehave in the classroom.

The second hypothesis advanced an inverse relationship between student perceptions of their instructor's level of responsiveness and classroom misbehaviors. Responsiveness was negatively associated with teacher misbehaviors ($r = -.56, n = 189, p < .01$). This correlation indicates that responsive instructors are considerably less likely to be seen as engaging in misbehaviors, with covariance equal to .31.

The research question examined the difference in reported teacher misbehaviors
based on instructor type. In the present sample, 50 of the instructors were graduate teaching assistants and 117 were regular faculty (22 were not reported). The analysis of variance comparing the two groups failed to achieve significance ($F(1, 167) = .27$, $p = .60$). Thus, instructor type does not appear to be associated with evidence of misbehaviors. However, because such a null hypothesis cannot be confirmed in one study, this matter requires further investigation.

The third hypothesis advanced an inverse relationship between teacher misbehaviors and student affect toward that teacher. Student affect toward the instructor was significantly associated with teacher misbehaviors ($r = -.70$, $n = 189$, $p < .01$). As anticipated, teachers who are seen as misbehaving are less liked by the students.

H4 explored the relationship between teacher misbehaviors and students' affect toward the course material. As anticipated, perception of teacher misbehaviors was significantly inversely associated with students' affect toward course material ($r = -.47$, $n = 189$, $p < .01$). Students like the course material less when they perceive the teacher exhibiting negative classroom misbehaviors.

Upon further consideration of the impact of teacher misbehaviors on student liking, we wondered whether specific misbehaviors would separate the instructors who were liked from those who were liked less. In post hoc analyses, a median split (median = 59) was used to distinguish "liked" and "less liked" teachers (see Table 1). Twenty-three of the 24 misbehaviors significantly differentiated the well-liked from the less-liked professors.

A principal components factor analysis was performed to explore the factor structure. In order to be considered a viable factor, the investigators required that at least three misbehavior items load, minimally, .60 on one factor, with a loading no higher than .40 on any other factor. Using these criteria, a unidimensional structure emerged. Accordingly, the scale was treated as a unidimensional structure for all data analyses. This misbehavior measure had high internal consistency (Cronbach's coefficient alpha = .91).

**Discussion**

This study explored teacher characteristics associated with teacher misbehaviors, student impressions of teachers who exhibit misbehaviors, and student affect for the course the teacher teaches. Assertiveness, responsiveness, student liking for the teacher, and student affect toward the course material were all negatively associated with teacher misbehaviors. Instructor type was not found to be related to teacher misbehaviors.

Students who perceived their teachers as assertive also reported them less likely to exhibit classroom misbehaviors. Assertive teachers are more likely to avoid negative classroom behaviors. As Kearney (1984) indicated, assertive teachers strive for excellence in the classroom. This striving for excellence appears to be related to their avoidance of disruptive classroom behaviors. Post hoc analyses found positive relationships between assertiveness and student affect toward the teacher ($r = .36$, $n = 189$, $p < .01$) and course material ($r = .25$, $n = 189$, $p < .01$). Thus, assertive teachers may be liked more by their students because they do not misbehave in the classroom. Additionally, the assertive teacher can impact affective learning by not exhibiting disruptive classroom behaviors.

The inverse relationship between responsiveness and evidence of teacher misbehaviors was considerable. Based on the findings in this study, one might infer that
responsive teachers are concerned about their relationships with students and, therefore, will avoid classroom behaviors which could jeopardize such a bond. Posthoc analyses indicated that responsiveness was significantly associated with liking for the teacher \( r = .72, n = 189, p < .01 \) and affect for the content \( r = .37, n = 189, p < .01 \). Thus, the high amount of positive affect that responsive teachers generate toward themselves and their courses may be explained, in part, by the absence of negative classroom behaviors.

The research question explored the difference in reported teacher misbehaviors as a function of instructor type. Misbehaviors do not appear to be a function of teaching experience or title, but, more likely, are associated with the instructor’s socio-communicative style.

The third and fourth hypotheses examined the relationship between student liking for the teacher and affect toward the content area with teacher misbehaviors. Students liked teachers more who exhibited fewer misbehaviors. Also, when teachers were perceived as less misbehaving, the students reported higher levels of positive affect toward the course material. These parallel results are important. The liking for a teacher is often measured in student evaluations of teachers. However, affect toward the course material is often viewed by teachers as an indicator of affective learning. Hence, teacher misbehaviors which negatively impact teacher evaluations appear to have a parallel impact on the affective learning.
of students. It is doubly important, therefore, to seek methods of helping faculty and teaching assistants to identify and reduce their uses of such behaviors.

It is important that we take particular care when inferring causation from the correlational results reported in this study. However, the theoretical path of causation that is explored here originates in the socio-communicative orientation of the teacher. Teacher socio-communicative style appears to influence students' perceptions of the teachers' levels of "misbehaviors." The students' perceptions of misbehaviors may, in turn, produce negative affect toward the teacher and/or the subject matter being taught. All of the results of this study are consistent with this theoretical causal explanation, i.e., socio-communicative style influences students' perceptions.

This study profiles the kind of teacher who is likely to misbehave. Instructors who are not assertive and/or not responsive are more likely to misbehave in the classroom than those who are high in these traits. The results from this study also tell us that we cannot point to teachers who may lack experience (teaching assistants) as being more likely to misbehave in the classroom. This research suggests that, when instructors exhibit teacher misbehaviors in the classroom, they damage their relationship with students and generate negative affect toward the course material. These damaged relationships, in turn, negatively impact student motivation (Gorham & Christophel, 1992).

There are a number of other possible negative repercussions for those teachers habitually misbehaving. The instructor who misbehaves in the classroom may receive poor teaching evaluations because 1) the students do not like her or him and 2) the students view the teacher as the source of their own (i.e., student) demotivation. In addition, the students may rebel against the teacher and misbehave as well. Teachers who misbehave may experience related problems such as lower student attendance, deficient enrollment in their courses, and denial of tenure and promotion. Likewise, when students have negative affect toward the teacher or the subject matter, they may communicate negative relationship cues to the teacher. As a result, the teacher may develop negative attitudes toward teaching, the class, and/or the student, and engage in negative behaviors (labeled here as "misbehaviors"), either consciously or otherwise, in retribution for the negativity of the students. Sorting out the relative importance of these relational impacts should be considered in future research.

Post hoc analysis shed light on teacher misbehaviors which differentiated well-liked instructors from their less-liked counterparts. Twenty-three of the 24 misbehaviors significantly differentiated the two groups. The well-liked instructors (as opposed to the less-liked instructors) were, on the average, less likely to give boring lectures, provide too much information, exhibit negative personality traits, provide confusing lectures, and use inappropriate volume while teaching. Content appeared to be the focal point of three of the five teacher misbehaviors. These findings indicate that first and foremost, students desire interesting lecture material which they can understand and hear. Tardiness, inaccessibility, absenteeism, and sarcasm appear to be least meaningful for differentiating the groups. Problems in lecture content (e.g., confusing material, too much material, or boring material) as opposed to procedural matters (e.g., absenteeism, tardiness, early dismissal, and inaccessibility) best distinguished the groups.

Some limitations to this study include, among others, 1) the number of teachers evaluated by the students is unknown, (a few may have been involved), 2) whether
misbehaviors in this study actually influence the learning process negatively is unknown, and 3) it is not clear whether these teachers use varying instructional styles. For example, tardiness may be a more meaningful misbehavior in a lecture format than in a small group format.

While the primary purpose of this study was to investigate the relationship between socio-communicative style and perceived misbehaviors, another salient finding was that teacher misbehaviors are not equally discriminating. Some misbehaviors are much stronger indicators of affect toward the instructor. This has important ramifications for investigating and improving instructional quality.

Note
A shorter, 24-item version of the Kearney, Plax, Hays, et al., (1991) measure was used. Items relating to sexual harassment, profanity, offensive appearance of instructor, and unfair grading were excluded because participants were evaluating instructors whose identification could easily be discerned by the investigators. Further, because subject major and time of day were identifiable, the Institutional Review Board for the Protection of Human Subjects felt that some of the responses might be actionable. Accordingly, these items were excluded from the survey.
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